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Apache Tomcat 7.0.54 Now Available for Download [2]

XBMC 13.1 Gotham Enters Release Candidate Phase [3]

XBMC 13.1 RC1 "Gotham" Now Ready for Testing [4]

XBMC, an open source (GPL) software media player and entertainment hub for digital media
that is available for multiple platforms, is now at version 13.1 RC1.

Rhythmbox 3.0.3 ?Devilfish? Officially Released [5]

Rhythmbox 3.0.3, an integrated music management application, originally inspired by Apple's
iTunes and designed to work well under the GNOME desktop environment, has been released.

telnet: The fundamental tool for entertainment [6]

As I understand it, telnet just gives you a tool for accessing the telnet protocol, probably in the
same way that a browser is a tool for accessing http (and other) content. So once it?s up and
running, there?s not much of telnet itself to see.

tee: More magic from coreutils [7]

CLAWS MAIL 3.10 RELEASED WITH AUTO-CONFIGURATION OF ACCOUNT EMAIL SERVERS, OTHER
CHANGES [8]

Claws Mail 3.10.0 released [9]

4 Free and Open Source Alternatives of Matlab [10]

Linux and Cloud Storage: a Story of Unrequited Love? [11]

It is said that 95% of all supercomputers run Linux, so why do they still not get an invitation to
the party? If you look at any cloud storage review, you will quickly notice that Linux users are
often times left as an afterthought. Too many cloud service providers give Windows and Mac
more than their share of the limelight despite the plethora of user-friendly capabilities of
Linux. So, it can be asked, what do cloud storage providers have to offer Linux users?

Voice of the Masses: What killer app is Linux missing? [12]

Towerfall Wii U: With The Mac & Linux Release Dates Approaching, Could Towerfall: Ascension Still Come To Nintendo?
[13]
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